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onsider: A shy immigrant's son. A father's disap
pearance and presumed death. A sister's illegitimate 
pregnancy and self-imposed relocation. An obses

sive love for an ailing mother. t Consider: A utopian 
world's fair-The Panama-Pacific International Exposi
tion, the proof to the world that the great city of San 
Francisco had risen, phoenix-like, from the shards and 
ashes of the great earthquake less than ten years before. t 
Consider: A teenage boy's belief in the power of archi
tecture to reshape the world into something more closely 
approximating a heavenly paradise. t The story of A.G. 
Rizzoli (1896-1981) unfolds like a gripping mystery 
novel crossed with an evocative human drama; his art is 
both engrossing and enigmatic. It draws the viewer into 
a realm that both acknowledges and transcends our 
commonplace reality, leading us into the heretofore 
uncharted regions of the "Y.T.T.E." 

C



Quietly and loyally laboring on mundane drafting 
work during the day, Achille~ Rizzoli spent his nights and 
weekends obsessively working on a monumental yet secret 
task: the delineation of a new world, for which he served as 
"High Prince" and "Master Architect." Undertaken at the 
command of spiritual guides, Rizzoli's drawings and writ
ings document a life lived, in his words, "in an unbeliev
able hermetically sealed, spherical, inalienable maze of 
light and sound, seeing imagery expanding in every direc
tion ... .''1 Unprecedented in its richness and clarity, Rizzoli's 
art has been hailed as the "find of the century," 

The fourth of five children of Swiss-Italian immi
grants, Achilles had an apparently uneventful childhood 
growing up as the son of a ranch hand in Marin County. By 
1915, however, a series of traumas-the illegitimate preg
nancy of an older sister, the unexplained departure of an 
older brother, and the disappearance and presumed suicide 
of his father-had broken up the family and led Achilles, 
his mother, and two other siblings to move to San Fran

drafting, rendering, and life-drawing. Rizzoli never com
pleted a full course of studies there, nor was he ever certi
fied as an architect. 

A.G.' s brother and sister soon married and left 
home; Achilles, however, never did, choosing instead to 
remain with his beloved mother, whom he supported with 
odd jobs in those early years. By 1927 he began the first of 
hi~ ambitious creative endeavors, a series of literary works 
featuring the utopian efforts of a fictional group of idealis
tic architects. Verbose, stiff, and boring, each manuscript 

~ 
was rejected in tum by the various magazine publishers to 
whom it was submitted. In the first year that Rizzoli turned 
to literature, his annual income dropped from over $2,000 
to just $51,2 

In 1935, frustrated by the lack of JX>Sitive response 
to his literary works but still inspired by utopian fantasies, 
Rizwli shifted to producing large pen-and-ink renderings 
of architectural designs. Utopian images are found through
out the history of visionary architecture, but Rizzoli's elab
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cisco. Standing in sharp contrast to the shock of these 
events-and perhaps partially alleviating them-were the 
optimism and excitement that the Panama-Pacific Interna
tional Exposition inspired in Rizzoli, curiously enough, in 
that same portentous year. Shortly thereafter. the young 
A.G.. as he by then preferred to be known, joined the San 
Francisco Architectural Club, taking classes in mechanical 
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orate buildings contrasted with these in that most were 
symbolic representations ("transfigurations," in his words) 
of people he knew, intended to glorify a heavenly world of 
his own creation. Many of his buildings are described on 
the drawings themselves as "heavenly homes" or "heavenly 
inheritances," meant to symbolize an actual metamorphosis 
of the person following death, as well as an architectural 
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personification of their essential attributes. At times these 
terms referred to the physical being ("' ...blood, flesh and 
hone converted into an/inheritance of stone-hard 
elegance ... " 3); other times he wrote of "the conversion of 
the soul into objects of monumental character." 4 His first 
major drawing was Mother Symbolically Represented/The 
Kathredal, a birthday card/full-scale drawing honoring and 
symbolizing the strength, beauty, and 
spiritualism of his mother; it became 
the premiere structure in his Y.T.T.E. .. 
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world exposition. 
The meticulously crafted 

"Symbolization" drawings for this 
rapidly developing imaginary world 
combined Beaux-Arts architectural 
idioms with an eclectic borrowing of 
Roman, Renaissance, Baroque, Art 
Deco, and Art Nouveau styles. Spec
tacular lighting displays reminiscent 
of a Hollywood premiere (but proba
bly more specifically referential to 
the lighting for the Panama-Pacific 
Exposition),~ as well as more populist 
elements recalling commercial adver
tising and P.T. Barnum's shows, were 
also added. 6 This fusion of styles, 
many of which Rizzuti had probably 
seen only in books, was a juxtaposi
tion not many could have success
fully presented without parody. Such 
satire would have been unthinkable to 
him, however, given Rizzoli's self
assigned title of ''ea.tthl y architectural 
assistant and transcriber" to God. 
Proud of the grand design of his 
work, Rizzoli described it as an 
"Expeau of Magnitude, Magnificence 
and Manifestation.'' 7 

The year 1936 brought new 
traumas to young A.G. In late sum
mer, twenty-one years after the disap
pearance of Rizzoli's father, his 
deteriorated bodily remains were dis
covered by hikers; it was A.G.'s task 
to identify the body. In that same 
year, Rizzoli's mother was hospital
ized for gangrene, a complication 
from diabetes that resulted in the 
amputation of her leg. She never 
recovered, and died shortly thereafter. 

These two shocks appear to 
have radically affected Rizzoli. 
Always a quiet man who spoke only 
when spoken to, he became even more withdrawn; a 
coworker at the architectural firm where he worked as a 
draftsman recalled that he "went to pieces."H From the time 
of his mother's death. he left the house he had shared with 
her the way it had been when she died: he kept her night
time chamber pot underneath her bed, her bonnet, boots, 
and corset in the closet and dresser. 9 He slept on a cot at the 

foot of her bed-as he had while she lived-and continued 
to do so for more than thirty years after her death. 10 Perhaps 
in an attempt to find solace, he came to believe that his 
only chance at attaining serenity would come through a 
religious and conservative life in which he would remain a 
virgin. He took a grim pleasure in his asceticism; he spent 
little money on food and less on clothes, preferring instead 

to put his meager wages toward the purchase of art sup
plies. His life outside of hi~ drafting job became absorbed 
more and more by mental visions of elaborate buildings 
and his efforts to translate them onto paper. 

Neighbors rarely saw him, except for his punctual 
daily walks to and from work or mass, small and silent in 
his dated black suit. His home was slowly deteriorating 
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around him: a hole appeared in the roof, vines covered the 
front of the house and protruded through the walls, piles 
of newspaper and cat feces surrounded him. The local 
children thought the house was haunted. 11 

Rizzoli seemed oblivious to all this: his energies 
were concentrated on the heavenly domain that would fol
low this earthly "saddening well of tears." 12 He did, how
e~er, want desperately to share his "gift" of architectural 
\isions with the public. so beginning in I 935 he set aside 
the first Sunday in August as an open house for the 
presentation of his drawings. He arranged a "gallery" in 
the front room of his house for the "Achilles Tectonic 
Exhibit" (A.T.E.); a surviving tloor plan and elevations of 
the walls indicate how he installed the work. To advertise, 
he put up hand-lettered signs around the neighborhood, 
but aside from some of the local children, only two 
coworkers and a few relatives ever attended this annual 
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di>play. Those who did were later honored with their own 
archite~tural symbolizations, although most of his sub
jects never knew about or saw them. Rizzoli discontinued 
the public exhibitions after 1940, but he honored the 
A.T.E.' s anniversary in later writings and left the draw
mgs on display in his front room for the rest of his life. 

Rizzuli's buildings illustrated his personal creed 
about beauty, stature, and importance, as well as his fer
lent belief that these were God-given ideals. Exact stan
dards of proportion defined by what the Beaux-Arts 
school detennined were universally correct "laws" of har
mony, symmetry, and balance infused his works, while 
contemporary canons of architectural "character" (through 
which buildings could manifest human characteristics and 
even emotions 1>) inspired him to imbue his drawings with 
the personal attributes of his acquaintances. (Tt is also 
likely that Rizwli portrayed his acquaintances as build
ings because he possessed the talent to do so; his portrait~ 
were amateurish and clumsy, and his writings were gener
ally turgid and at times incomprehensible.) 

Despite the seriousness of his goal, Rizzoli had a 
wry sense of humor, which is revealed through the names 
of helpful imaginary "collaborators" (for example, Victor 
Betterlaugh and John McFrozen). public sculpture (such 
as The Sungkenart, "commemorating the lost art of 
remaining virgin lifelong"), buildings (the "P.P.P." and 
the "A.S.S." were the bathrooms), and the ancillary titles, 
acronyms, puns, and comments that were lettered around 
the borders of his works in illuminated characters. His 
humor is also demonstrated in works such as Shirley's 
Temple, an elaborate drawing that juxtaposed Rizzoli's 
classical "high art" objective with an obvious Hollywood 
reference, as he "symbolically sketched" six-year-old 
neighbor Shirley Jean Bersie. Shirley's Temple, like Riz
zoh's other designs, is an ambitious mixture of excessive 
ornamentation with an almost fanatic, formal regard for 
the classicism and precision of the architectural line. 

As he continued to design and render 
new buildings. Rizzoli concurrently developed 
a plot plan to situate the increasing number of 
structures constituting hi.s utopian exposition, 
the Y.T.T.E.-an acronym for Yield To Total 
Elation. Beginning in 1935, he produced a 
half-dozen full revisions of this plan, which, 
although modeled after the 1915 Panama
Pacific Exposition, bears a striking resem
blance to the floor plan of a cathedral. With 
each incarnation, the number of structures 
included in the Y .T.T.E. increased: by 1939 
eighty separate building units were included, 
as well as twenty "Major Statuary Composi
tions." Despite his extensive work, however, 
Rizzoli was still "haunted by an unsatisfied 
sense of rapture, there being 'so much to do, 
so little done.' " 14 

In contrast to the full-scale symboliza
tion "portraits" of specific family and tiiends, 
the Y.T.T.E. monumentalized such abstrac
tions as labor, life. poetry, happiness, matri
mony, culture, and peace. The Y.T.T.E. 

included a formal entrance court organized into seasonal 
quadrants, which he named the Eagerray (spring), Never
mine (summer), Roomiroll (autumn), and Tootlewoo 
(winter)-a parody of the Court of the Four Sea~ons at the 
Panama-Pacific Exposition. Orienting structures such as 
the "Temple of Welcome" and the "Y.T.T.E. Information 
Bureau," centrally located along the main north-south 
axis, accentuated the symmetry and clarity of his overall 
plan as they directed visitors to their destinations. 

The acronyms, anagrams, word games, and invented 
vocabularies that Rizzoli used to title or describe his 
buildings, while often inscrutable, are somehow enigmati
cally evocative. Rather than using his new words to 
clarify his creations-the fundamental communicative 
function of language-Rizwli's words instead empha
sized the mystery of his creations and served to distance 
himself from his viewers, because he understood his 
secret tongue and everyone else did not. His words, how
ever, are not nonsensical; they are simply tied to a code 
that we cannot always break. 
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· · ·objectivity about this contradiction, as well as an ability w symbolic sanctuaries. He used historical idioms to dignify 
distinguish between the two. It is clear that his role as and validate his work, but there is no evidence that Rizzoli 
"earthly architectural assistant and transcriber" to God ever really expected that his projects would be executed, 
held greater interest~and, in a sense, greater reality-for although apparently they could have been; Rizzuti seemed 
him. This divinely inspired reality was a world to which content to have them function as works on paper, their 
he felt he was more properly suited: a world with grand main intent being artistic, symbolic, and religious. 

bmldings. poetry, stellar masters of art and literature, 
morahty, and culture. His work helped reduce his feeling 
of alienmion from the real world and brought him a new 
measure of self-esteem, protection, and control. Periodi
cally using the metaphor of the ship, with a "cargo" of 
poemsand drawings. he sought satisfaction, serenity, and 
salvation through his spiritual voyage. 

The rich iconography of Rizzoli's drawings is tem
JK:RXI with self-consciousness and self-aggrandizement as 
re reminds us that he and he alone was the one chosen to 
l!llnscribe these heavenly visions. He described himself as 
the "High Prince," the "First degree, Master Architect and 
Ma>ler Builder" and his work as " the most mag
nificent...nl-o-architecturc mankind can ever hope to see.''23 

But his pride in his work alternated with intense feelings of 
incompetence as he regularly fell short of his personal 
ideals in recording the spiritual imagery and verses that 
re beheld. Although Rizwli's drawings superficially prc
sen!ed public spaces, in reality they depicted private, 

Expressing both his vulnerability and a sense of 
personal power, Rizzoli's "labors" are at once passive and 
assertive, urgent and lyrical, Edenic and absurd. They arc 
humorous and pathetic, evocative and mysterious , and 
they stand out as a phenomenal achievement. His 
raw strength of vision and purpose was articulated 
through meticulous craftsmanship; his personal faith was 
offered up as public structure. A.G. Rizzoli has finally 
found his audience. * 

Editor's Note: This article is adapted from Jo Farb 
Hernandez, "Divine Design Delights: The Life and Works 
of A.G. Rizzuti," from the book A.G. Rizzoli: Architect of 
Magn(ficenr Visions, (Harry N. Abrams, lnc., 1997). The 
exhibition of the same name is on view at the San Diego 
Museum of Art from March 22 through May 18, 1997. 
and will be presented at the Museum of American Folk 
Art in January, 1998. 



.lo Farb Henumdez. cura/Or ofthe exhibition "A. G. Rizzo/i: 

Architect ofMa[?nificent Visions," has worked in the museum 

jieldfor more than twenty years, recently serving as Direc/or of 

the Monterey Peninsula Museum ofArt and Prel·ident ofthe Cal

ifornia Association a_(Museums. Academically trained as a folk
lorist, she is now a freelance curator working with a ~·ariel')• of 

intematiorwl clients. She continues to write and lecture widely. 

NOTES 
1 A.G. Rizzoli,A.C.E. (2,600 pages of poetry, prose, and 
graphic images, created by Rizzoli between 1958 and 1977) 4()7, 
Auxiliary Comment 855-C, March 17, 1966. All A.C.E. citations 
herein are direct quotes from Rizzoli's writings. 
2 A.G. Rizzoli, tax return for the calendar year 1928. Unpub
lished papers, The Ames Gallery, Berkeley. 
3 A.C.E. 342, Poem 879-3-0, Nov.ember 29, 1964. 

4 A.C.E. 337, Auxiliary Comment 752-B, November 11, 1963. 
5 Rizzoli' s use of light rays is a thematic idiom throughout his 
works. Beyond the obvious connection to spectacular secular 

events, they also recall the auras emanating from heroic or 
heavenly figures-found throughout art history-that indicate 
divine grace or genius, and reference heavenly visions and dia
logue with God. Ri7.7.oli specifically mentioned rays oflight as 
part of the visions he experienced, and interpreted them in the 

same way. 
6 Ke~·in Michael Day. in his unpublished thesis Allegorical 
Architecture: Imerpreling !he Visions ofA.G. Rizzoli (Berkeley: 
University of California Department of 4fchitecture, 1995), 
astutely noted Rizzoli's innovative juxtapositions of distinct 
iconographic elements: "Riu.oli's drawings present an ingenious 
interface between the high art of the Beaux-Arts rendering, and 

the popular mode of the commercial advertisement. Unlike 
the more democratic perspectives prop<~scd by current. social the
ories of art, the hierarchical division between the high and the 
popular was the accepted convention in the 1930s. This fact 
makes Rizzoli'~ art all the more unique from our present under

standing." p. 26. 
7 Rizzoli, The Y. T. T.E. Plot Plan, Fourth Preliminary 

Swdy, 1938. 
8 Margaret E. Griffin, interview with Bonnie Grossman and 

John MacGregor, June 18, 1991. 
9 Gary Grauberger, Rizzoli's grandnephew, telephone interview 
with author, March 1, 1996. Grauberger and his family cleared 
out Rizzoli' s home after his stroke in 1977. 
10 A. C. F.. 492, Auxiliary Comment889-C, July 29, 1970. 
11 Donna and Marty D'lndia, former neighbors, interview with 
Bonnie Grossman and John MacGregor, September 2, 1991. 
12 A.C.E. 373, 823-R, August 22, 1965. 
13 Day, op. cit., pp. 2-3. 
14 A. C. H. 328, Auxiliary Comment 7 10-C, n.d. [May 1963]. 
15 A .C. H. 443, Auxiliary Comment 858-L, August 27, 1967. 
16 A.C.E. 359, Supplementary 809-G, September 27, 1964. 
17 A.C. E. 479, Implementing 806-2-K. January 9, 1970. 
18 It may be assumed that Rizzoli had no preconception that the 
A.C.E. would become as massive as it did; periodically he wrote 

of finishing, but the end of this opus did not come until his health 

prohibited further work almost twenty years after its inception. 

19 As the A.C.E. developed, Rizzoli distinguished less and 

less between biblical figures, historical eminences, saints, and 

neighbors. 

20 A.C.E. 212. Poem 30, March 21, 1958. 

21 A.C.E. 499, Auxiliary Comment 875-K, n.d.[c. May 19, 1971]. 

22 A.C. E. 454, "Molten E. Allegheny" 251-M, n.d. [May 1968]. 

23 Rizzoli, Mr. 0. A. Deichmann 's Mother-Toure 


/J 'Lon!(evity, 1938. 
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